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Free download 31 days of praise enjoying god anew ruth myers (PDF)

ninety some inspiration soaked daily devotions from ruth myers popular 31 days series will unearth readers riches in christ dare to dig deeper venture to soar higher
christians who long for a fresh experience of god will treasure 31 days of praise ruth myers s powerful personal devotional guide a new commentary for today s world
the story of god bible commentary explains and illuminates each passage of scripture in light of the bible s grand story the first commentary series to do so sgbc offers a
clear and compelling exposition of biblical texts guiding everyday readers in how to creatively and faithfully live out the bible in their own contexts its story centric
approach is ideal for pastors students sunday school teachers and laypeople alike each volume employs three main easy to use sections designed to help readers live out
god s story listen to the story includes complete niv text with references to other texts at work in each passage encouraging the reader to hear it within the bible s
grand story explain the story explores and illuminates each text as embedded in its canonical and historical setting live the story reflects on how each text can be lived
today and includes contemporary stories and illustrations to aid preachers teachers and students ruth esther the book of ruth presents a compelling account of how
most of us experience god in our everyday lives we see god working indirectly behind the scenes giving us a theology of divine and human cooperation as those who pray for
god s blessings participate in answering their own petitions as well as the prayers of others in esther s story we recognize our own world today often experiencing it as
a place where god seems hidden her book challenges us in unique ways edited by scot mcknight and tremper longman iii and written by a number of top notch theologians the
story of god bible commentary series will bring relevant balanced and clear minded theological insight to any biblical education or ministry this book was originally
published as the ruth less church this edition contains some updates author ministry leader and forensic scientist matthew wilson takes us on a journey of new
explorations within an old story as he performs what is effectively a forensic analysis of the book of ruth one of the most beloved dramas of the bible be prepared for a
few surprises through a careful and detailed examination of the evidence the ruth like church reveals discoveries that will shock and amaze you and forever change your
view of the book of ruth not only does the book of ruth contain a prophetic picture of god s ultimate sacrifice of the messiah to redeem mankind it also contains these
amazing prophetic details god s plan for the mutual dependence of jewish and gentile believers the history of the jewish people from king solomon to today the dual nature
of messiah as the son of god and the son of man the return of the lord the resurrection and what will trigger it the literal fulfillment of the genesis 12 3 blessing and
curse the complete picture of romans chapter 11 the gospel of the sacrificed messiah as seen in john 3 16 most important for the church today the ruth like church unveils
god s ordained role for christians in the redemption and restoration of israel and the world it is a plan that has been hidden in plain sight for three thousand years but is
now unfolding across the globe the ruth like church reveals god s blueprint for this plan and the responsibility which god has placed on christians to fulfill history will
forever be changed when the ruth less church becomes the ruth like church the ruth like church will transform you from spectator to partaker in god s plan for the
restoration of all things what makes the ruth like church different the ruth like church examines the book of ruth from a new perspective based upon more than 20 years
of experience in forensic science and studying the scriptures from a hebraic perspective all the character typologies in the story of ruth become easily recognized and their
importance understood the presence of the faithful jewish believer messianic jew in the story is revealed the analysis stands in perfect harmony with the rest of scripture
including paul s doctrinal statements in romans 11 and ephesians 2 what makes the ruth like church important it unveils a magnificent picture of god s total plan of
salvation for both jews and gentiles and how god would sacrifice his one and only son in order to redeem israel and provide salvation and an inheritance for the gentiles
it reveals god s blueprint to reconcile jewish and gentile believers in one new man it reveals god s prophetic plan for the future return of the lord and what will trigger it
it provides a thorough and sound theological explanation as to why christians should not just bless israel in the genesis 12 3 sense but even more so why christians
should be actively involved interceding and sacrificing for israel s redemption it reveals the details of god s plan to use christians to intercede and seek mercy for the
unredeemed jewish people and thus fulfill his plan of full reciprocity and destroying all possibility of pride and boasting what will the reader take away from the ruth like
church jewish and gentile believers will learn of their need for one another and their inextricable link in god s plan of restoration and redemption what the fullness of the
gentiles means gentile christian readers will learn what their specific role is in god s end times plan and how their own eternal inheritance and destiny is linked to the
fulfillment of that role the true character and mark of both the ruth less church and the ruth like church a number of practical and eas inspiration for your daily
encounters with god those who have discovered the secret of praise know how powerfully it deepens their experience of god they ve seen firsthand how he often works in
our times of praise releasing freedom and joy that transform struggles into blessings yet even when you know the delight of daily spending time with god you may find
yourself distracted by life s busyness or even reluctant to offer praise in the midst of trials the key writes author ruth myers is to choose to cultivate the habit of
praise taking steps to enrich your prayer life this inspiring collection of daily encounters will help you do exactly that deeply rooted in scripture and adapted from ruth
s earlier writings a treasury of praise guides you through personalized prayer and praise invites you to feast on the words of god and leads you to a deeper
understanding of his power and love through each brief reading you can enter into god s presence you can find him truly sufficient to carry you through every
disappointment every challenge and every season of life in this 60 day devotional you ll see how faith and life intertwine through your whole self physical relational
spiritual mental and emotional through stories and scripture you ll be empowered in every part of your being to live fully as god created you to be christians who long
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to experience god in a fresh deep way will treasure this powerful personal praise guide rereleased with an updated cover every day for just one month a scripture based
devotion cultivates the heart habit of praise and worship readers will be gently inspired to appreciate and adore the lord in all things yes even in the midst of pain
disappointment and heartache a deeper intimacy with god and a greater love for him is the sure result come into his presence with praise praise it leads you into god s
awesome presence into the delight of his word into the sure knowledge of his great love for you if you long to experience god in a fresh deep way you ll treasure this
personal praise guide every day a different scripture based devotion helps you cultivate the heart habit of praise and worship you ll be gently inspired to appreciate and
adore the lord in all things even in the midst of pain heartache or disappointment a deeper intimacy with god and a greater love for him is the sure result draw near he ll
answer your deepest longings do you enjoy the soul satisfying intimacy with god you were created for in this heartfelt devotional beloved author ruth myers invites you
to a personal daily encounter with your first last and best love each brief but deeply satisfying reading explores the riches of god s passion for you and your true
identity as one in whom he delights as you engage your heart with his you ll discover anew the joy of hearing him speak to you individually tenderly in life changing ways
that will root you firmly in relationship with him experience lavish love astounding mercy and an intimacy more satisfying than you d ever imagined possible draw near to
god and he ll draw near to you this is the fourth volume of messages from jesus and other spirits received by james padgett over the period 1914 to 1923 this volume
concentrates on messages to do with soulmates as a special tribute to dr stone who was james padgett s close associate and responsible for publishing the first two
volumes this edition has dates added and a great many useful footnotes and cross references inheritance means taking hold of the portion god has planned for you jesus
said i have come that they may have life and that they may have it more abundantly john 10 10 demonstrating god s longing for his people to prosper to accomplish all he
has planned for them he wants to take them from a place of judgment desolation and fruitlessness to a place of restoration hope and abundant life in this revised and
updated edition of possessing your inheritance prophetic intercessor chuck pierce with coauthor rebecca wagner sytsema shows readers how to embrace what god has
destined for them for their children and their children s children this one year devotional provides the spiritual nurture that every mom longs for each day contains a
devotional application that reveals truth and encouragement for their daily walk in this one year book moms will find a devotional oasis where they can meet with god
each day is there more than romance to the story of ruth roy hession says yes most of us have missed the subtle details that are key to understanding the significance of
this heart moving book we need a new vision of the blood of christ and the grace of god to make the same daring claim on our nearest kinsman as ruth made hers come and
learn about the restoration revival and renewal promised in ruth until at last you hav the boldness to lie at the feet of your kinsman with full confidence a collection
of classic and contemporary prayers some derived from scripture and others from the writings of christian leaders throughout the centuries this beautiful volume invites
readers into a daily experience of closer intimacy with god each day s entry focuses on one of ten traditional types of prayer prayers of thanksgiving prayers of
confession prayers of affirmation prayers of petition prayers of renewal prayers of praise and adoration prayers to have christ like character prayers for wisdom and
guidance prayers of intercession prayers of surrender with 260 entries enough for every weekday of an entire year prayers for today guides readers through a unique kind
of spiritual pilgrimage a pilgrimage toward the very throne room of god for any reader who s ever wanted more out of prayer or who s ever hungered for a greater sense
of god s presence prayers for today promises deepened communion with the one who treasures the words and longings of his people now you can experience dr warren
wiersbe s lifetime of powerful bible teaching in one place whether through his bestselling be series commentaries or his popular back to the bible radio ministry dr wiersbe has
guided millions into a life transforming encounter with god s word now in this single volume you have access to dr wiersbe s trustworthy accessible explanations of the
bible s truths and promises through his comprehensive system of study and application notes make the most of your time reading studying and reflecting on scripture with
the wiersbe study bible features include thousands of verse by verse notes by dr wiersbe hundreds of catalyst notes which more deeply reveal important biblical themes
and character issues to motivate transformation by the holy spirit through the word book introductions featuring dr wiersbe s historical background themes and
practical lessons for each book of the bible be transformed section in each book introduction specifically pointing to the life changing impact of that particular part of
scripture thousands of cross references showing the connections throughout the bible concordance with key words for deeper word study full color maps clear and
readable 10 9 point nkjv comfort print if you ve ever experienced loss loneliness or seasons of great change or difficulty then you can immediately identify with the events
and people in the book of ruth while ruth begins as a story of heartache it doesn t stop there mourning turns to dancing as themes of loyalty kindness boldness
acceptance love and redemption are uncovered but ultimately ruth is a book about the providence of god we should never underestimate the seemingly small events in our
lives whether it is caring for family getting married working showing kindness to our neighbors or raising children all of it is being used by god for the good of those who
love him for his glory and for the salvation of others the book of ruth reminds us that no event or person is insignificant in the plan of god we re thrilled that you re
joining us in this four week love god greatly study as we read and write what god speaks into our hearts along the way for more encouragement visit lovegodgreatly
com where you ll find further insights community and content to supplement your time in god s word lovegodgreatly com every woman longs to be appreciated respected
and adored but when her needs aren t met within her marriage she could be tempted to walk away as little hurts and disappointments accumulate and her heart hardens a
woman s loneliness and vulnerability take over and she might find emotional fulfillment elsewhere perhaps in even a casual encounter with another man when the marriage
enters this realm of real danger the woman believes it will be less painful to walk away than try to work on it with heart and wisdom dr steve stephens and alice gray
offer practical advice for how to stop this epidemic of walk out women they outline the warning signs of severe marital discontent and share how to reconnect with
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your spouse communicate your hurt and open your heart if both partners are willing to work at it any marriage can be saved are you even thinking about walking out i m
at the point where i don t think it is worth the effort anymore the only reason i m staying is because of the children surely god doesn t want me to be this unhappy every
woman longs to be appreciated valued and cared for when these needs go unmet she may be tempted to leave the husband she once loved but walking out is seldom the path
to happiness like trusted friends dr steve stephens and alice gray offer wise and gentle advice to restore hope to your marriage you ll discover proven methods for how
you can move toward each other rather than away build up instead of tear down and find love rather than lose it story behind the book although a growing number of
women are walking away from their marriages there are no books to help them realize that this is not the path to happiness a woman s discontentment settles like dust on
furniture and although she tries she fails to make her husband understand his responses seem too little and too late many women mistakenly believe it is easier emotionally
to leave the marriage than try to restore it we want a woman to realize that even when her heart seems closed to her husband there is a way to open it and become one
again loss of love does not equal loss of marriage loss of hope does not mean the relationship should be abandoned change your words change your world admit it you
talk to yourself whether you speak the words out loud or think them in your mind you are always talking to yourself about yourself the important question what are
you saying much of what we say is negative hurtful and damaging setting us up for failure if you want to live the victorious abundant life god has for you start by
changing what you say to yourself this has the power to radically transform everything in her relatable down to earth style lynn davis offers scriptural self care for
the soul in need of encouragement learn how changing your self talk will help you experience victory over fear bad habits and addictions overcome negative emotions think
gods thoughts about yourself by changing your meditation receive healing from sickness increase your self esteem make declarations that strengthen your faith get
delivered from negative self talk today and begin speaking powerful faith filled words that unleash gods purpose joy and healing in your life an inspiring guide for helping
women find direction and encouragement to take them through their daily lives a true celebration of womanhood this a to z guide gives women insight on over 75 life
topics and offers real inspiration and guidance to help them face everyday with love hope and confidence bestselling authors share god s blueprint for becoming a woman
of real strength and virtue they affirm the wonderful truth that no matter how ordinary a woman s circumstances or how imperfect she is god is able to work within her
to bring about the most beautiful of spiritual fruit it s never too late for grace look closely enough and you ll see that theme all through the bible page after page
story after story god delights in turning tragic endings into new beginnings the barren give birth doubters become deliverers and harlots are recast as heroes in every
biblical fresh start we are reminded that with god new beginnings aren t the exception they re the rule using a blend of inspiring stories scriptural principles and straight
talk in you can begin again joyce meyer powerfully demonstrates that god isn t done with you yet if you re stuck in a rut disappointed by an outcome hurting from a
wound failing in an endeavour struggling in a relationship or unsure about the future don t give up don t give up on yourself and don t give up on the god who loves you
if you thought it was too late it s not with god you can begin again in gods word to a widows heart author ronda little martin provides daily inspiration from gods
word for those recovering from personal loss a widow herself martin is the cofounder of phoebe connections which connects widows for fellowship and service this
collection gathers the daily devotionals that she writes each day to the widows of phoebe connections based upon her own devotion time with god they are designed to
inspire strengthen comfort and encourage widows in their journey to overcome grief and to gain new identity and purpose in jesus christ martin spends the early part of
each morning reading and personally applying gods word she then shares whatever message of inspiration he gives her with the ladies of phoebe connections via e mail social
media and the phoebe website therein she seeks to fulfill pauls command in 2 corinthians 1 4 to comfort those who are in any kind of affliction through the comfort we
ourselves receive from god from determine to sing a new song to just keep asking gods word to a widows heart can strike a chord with anyone who is dealing with
profound personal loss everyone wants a life that sings we all desire to have a life of beauty sometimes though circumstances cloud our vision my circumstances were
anything but beautiful they were downright ugly i was tired worn out and my eyesight had grown dim to the beauty and goodness of god i struggled to find beauty in my
life in the midst of the mundane and madness i had lost my song i learned that beauty is not defined by circumstances but by my reaction to the circumstances each of us has
a story and a song but will we leave the world with a gorgeous melody or an off key tune a song of joy and thankfulness or a song of bitterness and regret the latter
leads to isolation the former to restoration when you live in bitterness you feel unworthy and rejected but god wants to make a great exchange with you he gives
beauty for ashes the oil of joy for mourning and the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness isaiah 61 3 author piper green surveys the lives of some spectacular
women in the word and tells their stories in a way that reaches deep into a woman s heart enabling readers to relate to their stories in a profound way these women felt
unworthy rejected and abused yet experienced god s grace in miraculous ways come on a journey and be eyewitnesses to god s restorative power in some unexpected lives
maybe even your own in the lord s recovery during the past five hundred years the church s knowledge of the lord and his truth has been continually progressing this
monumental and classical work by brother witness lee builds upon and is a further development of all that the lord has revealed to his church in the past centuries it is
filled with the revelation concerning the processed triune god the living christ the life giving spirit the experience of life and the definition and practice of the church in this
set brother lee has kept three basic principles that should rule and govern every believer in their interpretation development and expounding of the truths contained in the
scriptures the first principle is that of the triune god dispensing himself into his chosen and redeemed people the second principle is that we should interpret develop and
expound the truths contained in the bible with christ for the church and the third governing principle is christ the spirit life and the church no other study or exposition of
the new testament conveys the life nourishment or ushers the reader into the divine revelation of god s holy word according to his new testament economy as this one
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does we were created to care for each other some such as social workers counselors pastors chaplains seminarians doctors nurses teachers missionaries and many
others have experienced a calling and have pursued education and training that equipped them to be professional helpers others have sensed a calling and out of love
passion and compassion help and care for others still others just help because we are called to bear one anothers burdens and to lend a helping hand along lifes journey
and others took on the task of being a caregiver because that was the thing to do this book is written for helpers and caregivers thus everyone sometimes helpers become
burdened with the load of caring sometimes they need something to lift their spirits sometimes they need a source of new insights and new ideas yet sometimes they need the
comfort that comes from spending time in gods word meditating on gods promises and seeing how biblical characters found help from god i hope this book will be one that
you turn to time and again one that you will share with others as you go along each day use the book as a source for daily meditation reflection and inspiration or take
a break turn to a page or let the book fall open to a page and anticipate how god will send the right message and encouragement that you need for a moment of
disappointment discouragement or when you need a word of discernment better yet find a happy story to make you laugh reminisce and celebrate be blessed as you help and
care for others as well as yourselves dr linda johnson crowell visit our website at helpfullsource com contact us at help full source p o box 46904 bedford ohio
44146 jackie kendall s childhood was a horror story of abuse a counselor deemed her family one of the top ten most dysfunctional in america family members have dealt
with this trauma in different ways two siblings committed suicide some siblings ran wild when jackie decided that she wanted to break the mold and be a healthy loving
woman to forgive or not to forgive was not a question simply put one can t love freely without the developed skill of forgiving freely in free yourself to love jackie
shares her own story and struggle to learn this vital life skill she also reveals the reasons for and results of refusing to forgive in passionate empathetic prose jackie
urges her readers to exchange free floating bitterness for the freedom to love and be loved exploring the depths of scripture helps us grow in faith and wisdom drawing us
closer to the lord mining for gold is an exciting adventure weaving through the whole bible one day at a time each reading focuses like a laser beam on the essential
truths demonstrating why they are relevant for life today you will find them interesting inspiring and challenging winner of the 2020 christian book award for bible of
the year trusted treasured by millions of readers over 30 years the life application r study bible is today s 1 selling study bible and a bible for all times now it has been
thoroughly updated and expanded offering even more relevant insights for understanding and applying god s word to everyday life in today s world discover how you can
apply the bible to your life today now with a fresh two color interior design and meaningfully updated study notes and features this bible will help you understand god
s word better than ever it answers questions that you may have about the text and provides you practical yet powerful ways to apply the bible to your life every day
study the stories and teachings of the bible with verse by verse commentary gain wisdom from people in the bible by exploring their accomplishments and learning from their
mistakes survey the big picture of each book through overviews vital statistics outlines and timelines and grasp difficult concepts using in text maps charts and
diagrams all to help you do life god s way every day the personal size editions are for people who like to carry their study bible with them features enhanced updated and
with new content added throughout now more than 10 000 life application r notes and features over 100 life application r profiles of key bible people introductions and
overviews for each book of the bible more than 500 maps charts placed for quick reference dictionary concordance extensive side column cross reference system to
facilitate deeper study life application r index to notes charts maps and profiles refreshed design with a second color for visual clarity 16 pages of full color maps
quality smyth sewn binding durable made for frequent use and lays flat when open presentation page single column format christian worker s resource a special
supplement to enhance the reader s ministry effectiveness full text of the holy bible new living translation nlt combining the latest biblical scholarship with clear
natural english have you ever looked in the mirror and felt like you couldn t recognize the person staring back at you wondered if you had just lost everything that made
you you yeah well you aren t alone the book you just picked up is a story my story a story showing that brokenness and darkness can be used in moving forward toward
your beauty it is a redemption story a story that confirms god s grace and redeeming love when it felt like there was nothing i had to offer you may have picked up this
book for the bright color or interesting title but if you are holding this book in your hands let this be a reminder you are beautiful you are enough and it is never too late
for god to plant you and help you bloom be brave take a step forward move past the doubts you carry and let my words and god s grace move you outside of the wild
darkness you are in trust me you won t regret it god is waiting are you willing to step forward these daily praise readings and bible verses tenderly guide readers into a
fresh look at god s character discover anew how he meets our longings and needs and be led into greater intimacy with him as you journey this succinct inspirational book
will include 50 topics 25 positive spiritual principles juxtaposed with 25 topics from an opposing point of view each chapter will include topic defining statement three
paragraphs of narrative text an ask yourself question a thought provoking callout and a scripture verse a study bible with thousands of verse commentary notes
designed by women specifically for women to receive god s truth for balance hope and transformation the woman s study bible poignantly reveals the word of god to
women inviting them to receive god s truth for balance hope and transformation special features designed to speak to a woman s heart appear throughout the bible text
revealing scripture based insights about how godly womanhood grows from a woman s identity as a christ follower and a child of the kingdom now with a beautiful full
color redesign the woman s study bible reflects the contributions of over 80 women from a wide variety of ethnic denominational educational and occupational
backgrounds since the publication of the first edition of the woman s study bible this landmark study bible has sold over 2 million copies features include beautiful full
color design throughout for you to enjoy as you engage scripture detailed biographical portraits allow you to learn from the lives of over 100 women in the bible
thousands of extensive verse by verse study notes explain each passage and provide meaning to scripture over 300 in text topical articles on relevant issues for you to
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glean wisdom from and apply to your life insightful essays by women who are recognized experts in the fields of theology biblical studies archaeology and philosophy to
deepen your theological knowledge book introductions and outlines provide an overview and context for each book hundreds of full color in text maps charts timelines
and family trees give a visual representation of israel and other biblical themes quotes from godly women throughout history to encourage and guide your faith journey
topical index and concordance help locate words and show the number of occurrences throughout the bible clear and readable kjv comfort print typeface in 10 5 point
print size every one of us will experience several major life changes over the course of adulthood each of these transitions will be marked by external changes such as
change of location career changes promotions or job losses plus changes in family circumstances including births marriage and death these transitions are also marked by
inner change since most of us readily examine our faith life and relationship with god during such periods this book helps people examine both the outward and the inward
dimensions of major life changes this blend of interior examination and attention to practical issues is shown in the questions that set the stage for the discernment
process what theme or themes do you bring to this process of discernment what details would be necessary to know in order to discern an outcome what are the financial
implications what are the implications for family members or others close to you what information do you need to start gathering waiting for the rest that still remains
a biblical theology of the former prophets focuses on israel s squandering of god s gift of rest from the enemy all around by worshiping at the altars of other gods and
its ultimate consequences a second exile this time from the landed presence of the lord where land is the pentateuch s promised future the former prophets proffer a future
tied to the lord s dynastic covenant with david and solomon s dedicatory prayer pleas that god hear in heaven the prayers his people direct toward the temple in
jerusalem express hope for the good life in the land but the culmination of solomon s prayer pleads that upon repentance their captors be compassionate to them in the
land of their captivity there is no plea for return to the land from exile outside of god s promise to david joshua kings do not identify an earthly place like noah s ark or
the land filled with god s presence to which they might return israel awaits the fulfillment of god s promise to david on the highways and byways of every continent
hundreds of millions of immigrants are constantly on the move because of growing inequalities of wealth caused by unregulated economic globalization political and
ethnic conflicts environmental degradation instant communication and viable means of transportation more and more people are migrating than ever before crossing
international borders whether compelled or voluntarily is a major characteristic of our present epoch no countries or regions are immune from this reality facing the
growing scope complexity and impact of the current worldwide phenomenon god s people on the move seeks to develop appropriate biblical and missiological responses to
the issue of human migration and dislocation the book is divided into two major sections part one biblical perspectives on migration and mission contains six essays that
focus on various biblical themes or texts that deal with migration and mission part two contemporary issues of migration and mission contains six essays that address
different immigration issues around the world the contributors to this volume are women and men from different ethnic backgrounds working and living on five continents
the internationality of the contributors gives this volume a unique global perspective on migration and mission v 12 contains the archer christmas 1877 as pastors
wives the authors of this devotional personally have experienced or witnessed the issues with which women struggle identity marriage children work reading this
devotional is like having a conversation with a trusted friend who knows what you are going through over 52 weeks these authors share from their hearts using
engaging scriptures real life inspiration and practical wisdom they have learned along the way each week focuses on one theme and daily devotions include scripture and a
prayer
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A Treasury of Praise

2007

ninety some inspiration soaked daily devotions from ruth myers popular 31 days series will unearth readers riches in christ dare to dig deeper venture to soar higher

31 Days of Praise

1998-04

christians who long for a fresh experience of god will treasure 31 days of praise ruth myers s powerful personal devotional guide

Ruth, Esther

2020-09-08

a new commentary for today s world the story of god bible commentary explains and illuminates each passage of scripture in light of the bible s grand story the first
commentary series to do so sgbc offers a clear and compelling exposition of biblical texts guiding everyday readers in how to creatively and faithfully live out the bible
in their own contexts its story centric approach is ideal for pastors students sunday school teachers and laypeople alike each volume employs three main easy to use
sections designed to help readers live out god s story listen to the story includes complete niv text with references to other texts at work in each passage encouraging
the reader to hear it within the bible s grand story explain the story explores and illuminates each text as embedded in its canonical and historical setting live the story
reflects on how each text can be lived today and includes contemporary stories and illustrations to aid preachers teachers and students ruth esther the book of ruth
presents a compelling account of how most of us experience god in our everyday lives we see god working indirectly behind the scenes giving us a theology of divine and
human cooperation as those who pray for god s blessings participate in answering their own petitions as well as the prayers of others in esther s story we recognize our
own world today often experiencing it as a place where god seems hidden her book challenges us in unique ways edited by scot mcknight and tremper longman iii and written
by a number of top notch theologians the story of god bible commentary series will bring relevant balanced and clear minded theological insight to any biblical education
or ministry

The Ruth-Like Church

2014-12-02

this book was originally published as the ruth less church this edition contains some updates author ministry leader and forensic scientist matthew wilson takes us on a
journey of new explorations within an old story as he performs what is effectively a forensic analysis of the book of ruth one of the most beloved dramas of the bible be
prepared for a few surprises through a careful and detailed examination of the evidence the ruth like church reveals discoveries that will shock and amaze you and forever
change your view of the book of ruth not only does the book of ruth contain a prophetic picture of god s ultimate sacrifice of the messiah to redeem mankind it also
contains these amazing prophetic details god s plan for the mutual dependence of jewish and gentile believers the history of the jewish people from king solomon to today
the dual nature of messiah as the son of god and the son of man the return of the lord the resurrection and what will trigger it the literal fulfillment of the genesis 12 3
blessing and curse the complete picture of romans chapter 11 the gospel of the sacrificed messiah as seen in john 3 16 most important for the church today the ruth like
church unveils god s ordained role for christians in the redemption and restoration of israel and the world it is a plan that has been hidden in plain sight for three
thousand years but is now unfolding across the globe the ruth like church reveals god s blueprint for this plan and the responsibility which god has placed on christians
to fulfill history will forever be changed when the ruth less church becomes the ruth like church the ruth like church will transform you from spectator to partaker in
god s plan for the restoration of all things what makes the ruth like church different the ruth like church examines the book of ruth from a new perspective based upon
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more than 20 years of experience in forensic science and studying the scriptures from a hebraic perspective all the character typologies in the story of ruth become easily
recognized and their importance understood the presence of the faithful jewish believer messianic jew in the story is revealed the analysis stands in perfect harmony with the
rest of scripture including paul s doctrinal statements in romans 11 and ephesians 2 what makes the ruth like church important it unveils a magnificent picture of god s
total plan of salvation for both jews and gentiles and how god would sacrifice his one and only son in order to redeem israel and provide salvation and an inheritance
for the gentiles it reveals god s blueprint to reconcile jewish and gentile believers in one new man it reveals god s prophetic plan for the future return of the lord and
what will trigger it it provides a thorough and sound theological explanation as to why christians should not just bless israel in the genesis 12 3 sense but even more
so why christians should be actively involved interceding and sacrificing for israel s redemption it reveals the details of god s plan to use christians to intercede and seek
mercy for the unredeemed jewish people and thus fulfill his plan of full reciprocity and destroying all possibility of pride and boasting what will the reader take away
from the ruth like church jewish and gentile believers will learn of their need for one another and their inextricable link in god s plan of restoration and redemption what
the fullness of the gentiles means gentile christian readers will learn what their specific role is in god s end times plan and how their own eternal inheritance and destiny is
linked to the fulfillment of that role the true character and mark of both the ruth less church and the ruth like church a number of practical and eas

A Treasury of Praise

2010-08-04

inspiration for your daily encounters with god those who have discovered the secret of praise know how powerfully it deepens their experience of god they ve seen
firsthand how he often works in our times of praise releasing freedom and joy that transform struggles into blessings yet even when you know the delight of daily spending
time with god you may find yourself distracted by life s busyness or even reluctant to offer praise in the midst of trials the key writes author ruth myers is to choose to
cultivate the habit of praise taking steps to enrich your prayer life this inspiring collection of daily encounters will help you do exactly that deeply rooted in scripture
and adapted from ruth s earlier writings a treasury of praise guides you through personalized prayer and praise invites you to feast on the words of god and leads you
to a deeper understanding of his power and love through each brief reading you can enter into god s presence you can find him truly sufficient to carry you through every
disappointment every challenge and every season of life

Empowered

2022-02-15

in this 60 day devotional you ll see how faith and life intertwine through your whole self physical relational spiritual mental and emotional through stories and
scripture you ll be empowered in every part of your being to live fully as god created you to be

Thirty-One Days of Praise

2009-02-19

christians who long to experience god in a fresh deep way will treasure this powerful personal praise guide rereleased with an updated cover every day for just one month
a scripture based devotion cultivates the heart habit of praise and worship readers will be gently inspired to appreciate and adore the lord in all things yes even in the
midst of pain disappointment and heartache a deeper intimacy with god and a greater love for him is the sure result come into his presence with praise praise it leads you
into god s awesome presence into the delight of his word into the sure knowledge of his great love for you if you long to experience god in a fresh deep way you ll
treasure this personal praise guide every day a different scripture based devotion helps you cultivate the heart habit of praise and worship you ll be gently inspired to
appreciate and adore the lord in all things even in the midst of pain heartache or disappointment a deeper intimacy with god and a greater love for him is the sure result
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Thirty-One Days of Drawing Near to God

2011-01-18

draw near he ll answer your deepest longings do you enjoy the soul satisfying intimacy with god you were created for in this heartfelt devotional beloved author ruth
myers invites you to a personal daily encounter with your first last and best love each brief but deeply satisfying reading explores the riches of god s passion for you
and your true identity as one in whom he delights as you engage your heart with his you ll discover anew the joy of hearing him speak to you individually tenderly in life
changing ways that will root you firmly in relationship with him experience lavish love astounding mercy and an intimacy more satisfying than you d ever imagined possible
draw near to god and he ll draw near to you

True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol IV

2014-07-16

this is the fourth volume of messages from jesus and other spirits received by james padgett over the period 1914 to 1923 this volume concentrates on messages to do
with soulmates as a special tribute to dr stone who was james padgett s close associate and responsible for publishing the first two volumes this edition has dates
added and a great many useful footnotes and cross references

Possessing Your Inheritance

2011-08-29

inheritance means taking hold of the portion god has planned for you jesus said i have come that they may have life and that they may have it more abundantly john 10 10
demonstrating god s longing for his people to prosper to accomplish all he has planned for them he wants to take them from a place of judgment desolation and
fruitlessness to a place of restoration hope and abundant life in this revised and updated edition of possessing your inheritance prophetic intercessor chuck pierce with
coauthor rebecca wagner sytsema shows readers how to embrace what god has destined for them for their children and their children s children

The One Year Devotions for Moms

2013-12-19

this one year devotional provides the spiritual nurture that every mom longs for each day contains a devotional application that reveals truth and encouragement for
their daily walk in this one year book moms will find a devotional oasis where they can meet with god each day

Ruth Study Guide

2010-09-01

is there more than romance to the story of ruth roy hession says yes most of us have missed the subtle details that are key to understanding the significance of this
heart moving book we need a new vision of the blood of christ and the grace of god to make the same daring claim on our nearest kinsman as ruth made hers come and learn
about the restoration revival and renewal promised in ruth until at last you hav the boldness to lie at the feet of your kinsman with full confidence
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Our Nearest Kinsman

2007-08

a collection of classic and contemporary prayers some derived from scripture and others from the writings of christian leaders throughout the centuries this beautiful
volume invites readers into a daily experience of closer intimacy with god each day s entry focuses on one of ten traditional types of prayer prayers of thanksgiving
prayers of confession prayers of affirmation prayers of petition prayers of renewal prayers of praise and adoration prayers to have christ like character prayers for
wisdom and guidance prayers of intercession prayers of surrender with 260 entries enough for every weekday of an entire year prayers for today guides readers through a
unique kind of spiritual pilgrimage a pilgrimage toward the very throne room of god for any reader who s ever wanted more out of prayer or who s ever hungered for a
greater sense of god s presence prayers for today promises deepened communion with the one who treasures the words and longings of his people

Prayers for Today

2011-10-01

now you can experience dr warren wiersbe s lifetime of powerful bible teaching in one place whether through his bestselling be series commentaries or his popular back to
the bible radio ministry dr wiersbe has guided millions into a life transforming encounter with god s word now in this single volume you have access to dr wiersbe s
trustworthy accessible explanations of the bible s truths and promises through his comprehensive system of study and application notes make the most of your time
reading studying and reflecting on scripture with the wiersbe study bible features include thousands of verse by verse notes by dr wiersbe hundreds of catalyst notes
which more deeply reveal important biblical themes and character issues to motivate transformation by the holy spirit through the word book introductions featuring dr
wiersbe s historical background themes and practical lessons for each book of the bible be transformed section in each book introduction specifically pointing to the life
changing impact of that particular part of scripture thousands of cross references showing the connections throughout the bible concordance with key words for deeper
word study full color maps clear and readable 10 9 point nkjv comfort print

NKJV, Wiersbe Study Bible

2019-02-05

if you ve ever experienced loss loneliness or seasons of great change or difficulty then you can immediately identify with the events and people in the book of ruth while
ruth begins as a story of heartache it doesn t stop there mourning turns to dancing as themes of loyalty kindness boldness acceptance love and redemption are uncovered
but ultimately ruth is a book about the providence of god we should never underestimate the seemingly small events in our lives whether it is caring for family getting
married working showing kindness to our neighbors or raising children all of it is being used by god for the good of those who love him for his glory and for the salvation
of others the book of ruth reminds us that no event or person is insignificant in the plan of god we re thrilled that you re joining us in this four week love god greatly
study as we read and write what god speaks into our hearts along the way for more encouragement visit lovegodgreatly com where you ll find further insights
community and content to supplement your time in god s word lovegodgreatly com

Ruth - One Woman's Journey from Loss to Legacy

2017-03-30

every woman longs to be appreciated respected and adored but when her needs aren t met within her marriage she could be tempted to walk away as little hurts and
disappointments accumulate and her heart hardens a woman s loneliness and vulnerability take over and she might find emotional fulfillment elsewhere perhaps in even a
casual encounter with another man when the marriage enters this realm of real danger the woman believes it will be less painful to walk away than try to work on it
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with heart and wisdom dr steve stephens and alice gray offer practical advice for how to stop this epidemic of walk out women they outline the warning signs of severe
marital discontent and share how to reconnect with your spouse communicate your hurt and open your heart if both partners are willing to work at it any marriage can
be saved are you even thinking about walking out i m at the point where i don t think it is worth the effort anymore the only reason i m staying is because of the children
surely god doesn t want me to be this unhappy every woman longs to be appreciated valued and cared for when these needs go unmet she may be tempted to leave the
husband she once loved but walking out is seldom the path to happiness like trusted friends dr steve stephens and alice gray offer wise and gentle advice to restore hope
to your marriage you ll discover proven methods for how you can move toward each other rather than away build up instead of tear down and find love rather than
lose it story behind the book although a growing number of women are walking away from their marriages there are no books to help them realize that this is not the path
to happiness a woman s discontentment settles like dust on furniture and although she tries she fails to make her husband understand his responses seem too little and
too late many women mistakenly believe it is easier emotionally to leave the marriage than try to restore it we want a woman to realize that even when her heart seems
closed to her husband there is a way to open it and become one again loss of love does not equal loss of marriage loss of hope does not mean the relationship should be
abandoned

The Walk Out Woman

2009-01-21

change your words change your world admit it you talk to yourself whether you speak the words out loud or think them in your mind you are always talking to
yourself about yourself the important question what are you saying much of what we say is negative hurtful and damaging setting us up for failure if you want to live
the victorious abundant life god has for you start by changing what you say to yourself this has the power to radically transform everything in her relatable down
to earth style lynn davis offers scriptural self care for the soul in need of encouragement learn how changing your self talk will help you experience victory over fear
bad habits and addictions overcome negative emotions think gods thoughts about yourself by changing your meditation receive healing from sickness increase your self
esteem make declarations that strengthen your faith get delivered from negative self talk today and begin speaking powerful faith filled words that unleash gods purpose
joy and healing in your life

The Sunday-school World

1883

an inspiring guide for helping women find direction and encouragement to take them through their daily lives a true celebration of womanhood this a to z guide gives women
insight on over 75 life topics and offers real inspiration and guidance to help them face everyday with love hope and confidence

Not Counting Women and Children

2014-10-10

bestselling authors share god s blueprint for becoming a woman of real strength and virtue they affirm the wonderful truth that no matter how ordinary a woman s
circumstances or how imperfect she is god is able to work within her to bring about the most beautiful of spiritual fruit

Deliver Me From Negative Self-Talk Expanded Edition

2015-12-15

it s never too late for grace look closely enough and you ll see that theme all through the bible page after page story after story god delights in turning tragic endings
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into new beginnings the barren give birth doubters become deliverers and harlots are recast as heroes in every biblical fresh start we are reminded that with god new
beginnings aren t the exception they re the rule using a blend of inspiring stories scriptural principles and straight talk in you can begin again joyce meyer powerfully
demonstrates that god isn t done with you yet if you re stuck in a rut disappointed by an outcome hurting from a wound failing in an endeavour struggling in a
relationship or unsure about the future don t give up don t give up on yourself and don t give up on the god who loves you if you thought it was too late it s not with
god you can begin again

God's Road Map for Women

2009-06-27

in gods word to a widows heart author ronda little martin provides daily inspiration from gods word for those recovering from personal loss a widow herself martin is
the cofounder of phoebe connections which connects widows for fellowship and service this collection gathers the daily devotionals that she writes each day to the
widows of phoebe connections based upon her own devotion time with god they are designed to inspire strengthen comfort and encourage widows in their journey to
overcome grief and to gain new identity and purpose in jesus christ martin spends the early part of each morning reading and personally applying gods word she then shares
whatever message of inspiration he gives her with the ladies of phoebe connections via e mail social media and the phoebe website therein she seeks to fulfill pauls command
in 2 corinthians 1 4 to comfort those who are in any kind of affliction through the comfort we ourselves receive from god from determine to sing a new song to just keep
asking gods word to a widows heart can strike a chord with anyone who is dealing with profound personal loss

A Woman's Path to True Significance

2007-03-01

everyone wants a life that sings we all desire to have a life of beauty sometimes though circumstances cloud our vision my circumstances were anything but beautiful
they were downright ugly i was tired worn out and my eyesight had grown dim to the beauty and goodness of god i struggled to find beauty in my life in the midst of the
mundane and madness i had lost my song i learned that beauty is not defined by circumstances but by my reaction to the circumstances each of us has a story and a song
but will we leave the world with a gorgeous melody or an off key tune a song of joy and thankfulness or a song of bitterness and regret the latter leads to isolation
the former to restoration when you live in bitterness you feel unworthy and rejected but god wants to make a great exchange with you he gives beauty for ashes the oil
of joy for mourning and the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness isaiah 61 3 author piper green surveys the lives of some spectacular women in the word and tells
their stories in a way that reaches deep into a woman s heart enabling readers to relate to their stories in a profound way these women felt unworthy rejected and
abused yet experienced god s grace in miraculous ways come on a journey and be eyewitnesses to god s restorative power in some unexpected lives maybe even your own

You Can Begin Again

2014-04-10

in the lord s recovery during the past five hundred years the church s knowledge of the lord and his truth has been continually progressing this monumental and classical
work by brother witness lee builds upon and is a further development of all that the lord has revealed to his church in the past centuries it is filled with the revelation
concerning the processed triune god the living christ the life giving spirit the experience of life and the definition and practice of the church in this set brother lee has kept
three basic principles that should rule and govern every believer in their interpretation development and expounding of the truths contained in the scriptures the first
principle is that of the triune god dispensing himself into his chosen and redeemed people the second principle is that we should interpret develop and expound the truths
contained in the bible with christ for the church and the third governing principle is christ the spirit life and the church no other study or exposition of the new testament
conveys the life nourishment or ushers the reader into the divine revelation of god s holy word according to his new testament economy as this one does
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God's Word to a Widow's Heart

2015-09-01

we were created to care for each other some such as social workers counselors pastors chaplains seminarians doctors nurses teachers missionaries and many others
have experienced a calling and have pursued education and training that equipped them to be professional helpers others have sensed a calling and out of love passion and
compassion help and care for others still others just help because we are called to bear one anothers burdens and to lend a helping hand along lifes journey and others
took on the task of being a caregiver because that was the thing to do this book is written for helpers and caregivers thus everyone sometimes helpers become burdened
with the load of caring sometimes they need something to lift their spirits sometimes they need a source of new insights and new ideas yet sometimes they need the comfort
that comes from spending time in gods word meditating on gods promises and seeing how biblical characters found help from god i hope this book will be one that you turn
to time and again one that you will share with others as you go along each day use the book as a source for daily meditation reflection and inspiration or take a break
turn to a page or let the book fall open to a page and anticipate how god will send the right message and encouragement that you need for a moment of disappointment
discouragement or when you need a word of discernment better yet find a happy story to make you laugh reminisce and celebrate be blessed as you help and care for others
as well as yourselves dr linda johnson crowell visit our website at helpfullsource com contact us at help full source p o box 46904 bedford ohio 44146

A Life That Sings

2014-11-19

jackie kendall s childhood was a horror story of abuse a counselor deemed her family one of the top ten most dysfunctional in america family members have dealt with this
trauma in different ways two siblings committed suicide some siblings ran wild when jackie decided that she wanted to break the mold and be a healthy loving woman to
forgive or not to forgive was not a question simply put one can t love freely without the developed skill of forgiving freely in free yourself to love jackie shares her
own story and struggle to learn this vital life skill she also reveals the reasons for and results of refusing to forgive in passionate empathetic prose jackie urges her
readers to exchange free floating bitterness for the freedom to love and be loved

Life-Study of Joshua-Esther

1996-05-01

exploring the depths of scripture helps us grow in faith and wisdom drawing us closer to the lord mining for gold is an exciting adventure weaving through the whole bible
one day at a time each reading focuses like a laser beam on the essential truths demonstrating why they are relevant for life today you will find them interesting inspiring
and challenging

101 Helps for Helpers

2008-03-18

winner of the 2020 christian book award for bible of the year trusted treasured by millions of readers over 30 years the life application r study bible is today s 1
selling study bible and a bible for all times now it has been thoroughly updated and expanded offering even more relevant insights for understanding and applying god s
word to everyday life in today s world discover how you can apply the bible to your life today now with a fresh two color interior design and meaningfully updated
study notes and features this bible will help you understand god s word better than ever it answers questions that you may have about the text and provides you
practical yet powerful ways to apply the bible to your life every day study the stories and teachings of the bible with verse by verse commentary gain wisdom from
people in the bible by exploring their accomplishments and learning from their mistakes survey the big picture of each book through overviews vital statistics outlines and
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timelines and grasp difficult concepts using in text maps charts and diagrams all to help you do life god s way every day the personal size editions are for people who like
to carry their study bible with them features enhanced updated and with new content added throughout now more than 10 000 life application r notes and features over
100 life application r profiles of key bible people introductions and overviews for each book of the bible more than 500 maps charts placed for quick reference dictionary
concordance extensive side column cross reference system to facilitate deeper study life application r index to notes charts maps and profiles refreshed design with a
second color for visual clarity 16 pages of full color maps quality smyth sewn binding durable made for frequent use and lays flat when open presentation page single
column format christian worker s resource a special supplement to enhance the reader s ministry effectiveness full text of the holy bible new living translation nlt
combining the latest biblical scholarship with clear natural english

Free Yourself to Love

2009-02-24

have you ever looked in the mirror and felt like you couldn t recognize the person staring back at you wondered if you had just lost everything that made you you yeah
well you aren t alone the book you just picked up is a story my story a story showing that brokenness and darkness can be used in moving forward toward your beauty
it is a redemption story a story that confirms god s grace and redeeming love when it felt like there was nothing i had to offer you may have picked up this book for the
bright color or interesting title but if you are holding this book in your hands let this be a reminder you are beautiful you are enough and it is never too late for god to
plant you and help you bloom be brave take a step forward move past the doubts you carry and let my words and god s grace move you outside of the wild darkness
you are in trust me you won t regret it god is waiting are you willing to step forward

Mining for Gold

2015-02-03

these daily praise readings and bible verses tenderly guide readers into a fresh look at god s character discover anew how he meets our longings and needs and be led into
greater intimacy with him as you journey

A New Family Bible, and Improved Version ... With Notes, Critical and Explanatory ... By the Rev. B. Boothroyd

1824

this succinct inspirational book will include 50 topics 25 positive spiritual principles juxtaposed with 25 topics from an opposing point of view each chapter will
include topic defining statement three paragraphs of narrative text an ask yourself question a thought provoking callout and a scripture verse

NLT Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition, Personal Size

2020-04-07

a study bible with thousands of verse commentary notes designed by women specifically for women to receive god s truth for balance hope and transformation the woman
s study bible poignantly reveals the word of god to women inviting them to receive god s truth for balance hope and transformation special features designed to speak to
a woman s heart appear throughout the bible text revealing scripture based insights about how godly womanhood grows from a woman s identity as a christ follower
and a child of the kingdom now with a beautiful full color redesign the woman s study bible reflects the contributions of over 80 women from a wide variety of ethnic
denominational educational and occupational backgrounds since the publication of the first edition of the woman s study bible this landmark study bible has sold over 2
million copies features include beautiful full color design throughout for you to enjoy as you engage scripture detailed biographical portraits allow you to learn from
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the lives of over 100 women in the bible thousands of extensive verse by verse study notes explain each passage and provide meaning to scripture over 300 in text topical
articles on relevant issues for you to glean wisdom from and apply to your life insightful essays by women who are recognized experts in the fields of theology biblical
studies archaeology and philosophy to deepen your theological knowledge book introductions and outlines provide an overview and context for each book hundreds of
full color in text maps charts timelines and family trees give a visual representation of israel and other biblical themes quotes from godly women throughout history to
encourage and guide your faith journey topical index and concordance help locate words and show the number of occurrences throughout the bible clear and readable kjv
comfort print typeface in 10 5 point print size

Blooming Into Beautiful

2019-06-11

every one of us will experience several major life changes over the course of adulthood each of these transitions will be marked by external changes such as change of
location career changes promotions or job losses plus changes in family circumstances including births marriage and death these transitions are also marked by inner
change since most of us readily examine our faith life and relationship with god during such periods this book helps people examine both the outward and the inward
dimensions of major life changes this blend of interior examination and attention to practical issues is shown in the questions that set the stage for the discernment
process what theme or themes do you bring to this process of discernment what details would be necessary to know in order to discern an outcome what are the financial
implications what are the implications for family members or others close to you what information do you need to start gathering

31 Days of Praise Journal

1996-02

waiting for the rest that still remains a biblical theology of the former prophets focuses on israel s squandering of god s gift of rest from the enemy all around by
worshiping at the altars of other gods and its ultimate consequences a second exile this time from the landed presence of the lord where land is the pentateuch s promised
future the former prophets proffer a future tied to the lord s dynastic covenant with david and solomon s dedicatory prayer pleas that god hear in heaven the prayers
his people direct toward the temple in jerusalem express hope for the good life in the land but the culmination of solomon s prayer pleads that upon repentance their
captors be compassionate to them in the land of their captivity there is no plea for return to the land from exile outside of god s promise to david joshua kings do not
identify an earthly place like noah s ark or the land filled with god s presence to which they might return israel awaits the fulfillment of god s promise to david

One-Minute Insights

2010

on the highways and byways of every continent hundreds of millions of immigrants are constantly on the move because of growing inequalities of wealth caused by
unregulated economic globalization political and ethnic conflicts environmental degradation instant communication and viable means of transportation more and more
people are migrating than ever before crossing international borders whether compelled or voluntarily is a major characteristic of our present epoch no countries or
regions are immune from this reality facing the growing scope complexity and impact of the current worldwide phenomenon god s people on the move seeks to develop
appropriate biblical and missiological responses to the issue of human migration and dislocation the book is divided into two major sections part one biblical perspectives
on migration and mission contains six essays that focus on various biblical themes or texts that deal with migration and mission part two contemporary issues of
migration and mission contains six essays that address different immigration issues around the world the contributors to this volume are women and men from different
ethnic backgrounds working and living on five continents the internationality of the contributors gives this volume a unique global perspective on migration and mission
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KJV, The Woman's Study Bible, Full-Color, Comfort Print

2023-09-26

v 12 contains the archer christmas 1877

Discerning Life Transitions

2010-10-01

as pastors wives the authors of this devotional personally have experienced or witnessed the issues with which women struggle identity marriage children work reading
this devotional is like having a conversation with a trusted friend who knows what you are going through over 52 weeks these authors share from their hearts using
engaging scriptures real life inspiration and practical wisdom they have learned along the way each week focuses on one theme and daily devotions include scripture and a
prayer

Waiting for the Rest That Still Remains

2020-12-16

God’s People on the Move

2014-12-18

The Quiver

1884

A Daily Women's Devotional

2014-02-27
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